PLACES   IN   THE   SUN
character.     The destinies  of his country  are  safe  in his
keeping9.
In 1926 the Parliament Buildings at Wellington were in-
complete; but Eden, though he missed ' swete Thames''
equivalent,  found  the approach more  commanding  than
that of Westminster.   * We are met by a dignitary with
all the grace and heraldry of his counterpart in our own
House.    We are led, with the necessary circumstance in-
stilling awe, to seats of honour, those of us who are mem-
bers of the Imperial Parliament, on the Speaker's left on
the floor of the House.    We murmur our thanks for so
graceful a compliment.   We bow, we take our   seats.   We
sit up, we rub our eyes, we pinch ourselves.    We look at
each other questioningly.   Is this, in fact, New Zealand?
Are  we  quite   sure?     Confidence  has   flown,  we  clutch
reality'.    Actually  among  English-speaking  people  it  is
what one might have expected, but Eden's description loses
nothing in the telling.   ' On our right Mr. Speaker reclines
in chair and wig and gown, as majestic and commanding
a figure  as  ever  awed presumption  in  any  other  place.
Within the orbit of that eye can none sustain a vagary and
few coquet it.    Under him a table upon which lies the
mace, the very bauble to the very Oliver, and at which sit
the clerks  to whom  are  added   (a  departure  this  from
ancestral custom)  the recording scribes of Hansard.    The
House is spread horseshoe-shape before Mr. Speaker: the
Government   on   his  right,   the   Opposition   on  his   left,
divided into two sections, and all upon Time's honoured
plan.   Above are the public galleries, admirably constructed
for the  convenience of  their  occupants,  and  where  the
listeners may hear (another departure this from the Mother
of Parliaments) every word that is vouchsafed below.'
Two other amenities peculiar to New Zealand's parlia-
mentary   procedure   impressed   Eden—settees   and   desks.
* The members do not seem uncomfortable or unconscious,
the twin states between which a British Member of Parlia-
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